
2021 Annual Summit
BACK TO NEW BASICS



BC Artistic Swimming honours the traditional lands and homelands of all
Indigenous peoples and communities across Canada, including First
Nations, Inuit and Métis living both on and off reserve, in rural and urban
communities.

We specifically acknowledge the traditional, ancestral, and unceded
territory of several Coast Salish Nations - Katzie, Tsawwassen, Kwikwetlem,
Tsleil-Waututh, Sto:lo, Qayqyat, and Musqueam First Nations on which this
presentation originates.

I am honored and privileged to work, raise my family, and play on these
territories.



Virtual Meeting Etiquette
• Change Zoom Name – Name + Club
• Mute Yourself to Prevent External Noise
• Please Use Video Feature
• Chat Box for Questions in Presentation
• Question Periods
• PD Points Submission to the Locker
• Excuse our Littles!!!
• This is a Recording  

Click Here
Select Rename



Please Meet Our Presenters…

LINDSAY DUNCAN
Director, Canada Artistic Swimming
Chair, RISE UP Management Committee



RISE UP TO EVOLVE



Why EVOLVE?
Commitment and advocates for True Sport and values-based sport with 
little impact observed.

Member consultations identified:
• Harassment
• Toxicity
• Poor coaching practices
• Inappropriate behaviour
• Poor leadership
• Lack of trust
• Conflict – w/in & b/w orgs and people

Coach burnout
Poor retention
Poor morale
Increase conflict



EVOLVE HYPOTHESIS
Culture change is fundamentally personal and for culture change to succeed, sport leaders need to: 

• become more self-aware – understand contribution to positive and negative sport environments 
• understand their role in mitigating, managing, and resolving problems and issues
• acquire the skills to deliver values-based programming.

Fundamental component of culture change relies on effective  communication skills and developing 
ethical literacy among sport leaders and participants. 

If a common agreement on how to communicate and resolve conflict can be established, sport leaders will 
begin to create a high trust culture which will ultimately:

• improve the quality of the sport experience
• attract more participants
• increase retention rates
• reduce social barriers that deter participation
• support the social and personal development of participants.



EVOLVE Formula
Focused development of skills and resources – BCAS, Clubs, Coaches

Foundation Organizational Development – BCAS + Clubs
Helping organizations lead

Intervention Interpersonal Communications 
Conflict Management + Communications

Growth Coaching Development  
New coaching strategies + Advance Coach Project

Prevention & 
Environment

Safe Sport | The Organizations We Want To Be
Ability to self-monitor, increase inclusivity

Sharing Project Communications, Shared Learning
Marketing – Blog, Branding, Showcasing Art Swim in BC

Impact 
Measurement

Project Evaluation – U of Ottawa



Expected Results
Increase capacity of sport leaders to gain the confidence, knowledge, understanding and 
communications skills to include values in day-to-day coaching and sport delivery.

Foundation 1. BCAS has tools and resources to deliver quality sport 
2. Clubs have tools and resources to delivery quality sport 

Intervention 3. Individuals feel confident in being able to model skillful communications on and off the pool deck 
4. Individuals feel inspired and empowered to use the training and tools to better manage conflict 

Growth 5. Common understanding of how to coach athletes through a True Sport lens – intentionally including 
values in the sport experience 
6. Coaches adopt a growth mindset and feel confident applying the philosophy with athletes 
7. Coaches understand their role in developing ethical literacy along with physical literacy 

Prevention & 
Environment

8. Individuals have the tools and knowledge to advocate for a healthy sport environment 



EVOLVE Formula
FOUNDATION: 
Organizational development required to foster a shift in culture.

ACTIVITIES BCAS: 
Statement of Purpose, Strategic Plan, Stakeholder Mapping, System Tools, Conduct Policy 
Suite, LGBTQI2S+ Readiness, Accessibility Audit, Governance Workshop, Comms Workshop, 
Coach Advance Sessions, True Sport Activation Workshop

Clubs:
Statement of Purpose, True Sport Engagement, Welcome to EVOLVE, Presidents’ Meetings, 
Registration Webinar, Return to Sport Webinars & Training

INTERVENTION: 
Interpersonal communications skills and conflict management.

ACTIVITIES Intro to Conflict Management, Managing Conflict for Success, Advance Coach Discovery, BCAS 
Comms Workshop, Club Comms Pilots, BCAS Board Comms Agreement, Provincial Comms 
Agreement



EVOLVE Formula
GROWTH: 
Interventions for coaches to support acquiring and implementing new, positive coaching strategies

ACTIVITIES True Sport engagement, Intro to Growth Mindset, The HOW: Growth Mindset in Everyday 
Coaching, Empowering Youth in Mental Health Preparation, The HOW Coaches Working 
Group, AquaGO! Instructor training, Re-imagining Artistic Swimming in BC, Active Mobility, 
Growth Mindset & Positive Coaching Strategies Panel, Active Flexibility, Growth Mindset 
Working Group, Advance Coach, HP Coach Mentorship Program, Aspirational Coaching 
Model, Dream BIG Start Small, Ignite Virtual Training Program, Coach Development Pathway 
training, Peer-Sharing

Prevention & Environment: 
Successful practices, resources and tools for safe and inclusive sport.

ACTIVITIES Safe Sport Program, Safe Sport Resource Page, Water Safety, Shallow Water Blackout training, 
Return to Artistic Swimming, INtro to INclusion, Breath Control Training, True Sport Working 
Group, EDI Committee, Trans Inclusion Policy, Commit to Kids training, Conduct Policy 
Renewal, Inclusive Leadership training, Concussion Policy training, Coach Certification 
Standards, Complaints Reporting Process, Club Operations Policy



EVOLVE Formula

SHARING: 
Promoting EVOLVE and activations, encouraging participation, disseminating learnings, community engagement.

ACTIVITIES Welcome to EVOLVE, Re-Imagine 2020, Growth Mindset Working Group, Brand Awareness, 
Competition Etiquette Banner/Graphic, True Sport Branding, Mind Shift Blog, Club Comms 
Pilots, EVOLVE Outcomes presentation, Board and Provincial Comms Agreements.

PEER-SHARING: 
Growth Mindset Working Group Share
Club Communications Share



Limiting Factors

COVID-19 Pandemic
Participation Rates
Timeline
Trusting Relationships
CAS Class Action Lawsuit



Unexpected Outcomes

1. The HOW Coaches Online Community
2. Broad Engagement of BCAS Members
3. CAS Lawsuit
4. Pandemic = Competing Priorities



Demographic - Reach
Coaches
• Increased reach through virtual setting – tech staff/provincial coaches to coaches across BC

• 50 BC Coaches + 50 Others, primarily females aged 20-60

Club Executives
• 25 club executives – 95% female aged 30-65, most often parents of athletes

BCAS Board & Staff
• 11 board members + 4 staff  female aged 25-65

Athletes
• Increased reach through virtual setting – Ignite Athletes to athletes across BC

• 65 athletes – 100% female aged 7-70



Results & Findings: Ottawa U
The EVOLVE Initiative:

• Exposed a broad base of members to a variety of 
interventions

• More self-awareness and opportunity to reflect on 
how individuals contribute to culture

• New opportunities to share info, peer-share 
experiences



Results & Findings: Ottawa U
While there remains work to be done and change takes time, the EVOLVE Initiative:

has initiated important conversations within the BCAS organization about the need for the creation of a 
safe and inclusive environment for those in the community. There is an awareness present of changes 

that need to be made but this awareness has, in general, not yet translated down into measurable action.

The evaluation report also identifies that:

Sustained interventions are necessary for change to occur. BCAS should consider this project 
an important step in the right direction towards real actionable culture change.



DATA ANALYSIS
• Impact statements from Board & Staff interviews

• Limited qualitative data from coach and executive interviews

• Pre-Intervention & Post-Intervention Surveys
• Pre: 30 respondents [all coaches]
• Post: 10 respondents [7 coaches, 3 executives]



DATA ANALYSIS: Coaches
• No coach coaches listed any intervention 

as having no value
• Most impactful learnings:

• Communications
• Growth Mindset
• Coaches working as a team

• Other takeaways:
• Connections
• Validating my skills
• Managing conflict
• Seeing the big picture
• Striving towards common goals

Because of EVOLVE, I am now:
• Listening better
• Communications
• Applying conflict management strategies
• Creating group guidelines
• Focusing on safe sport
• Having fun
• Preventing negative emotions from 

influencing actions
• Teaching Growth Mindset
• Leveraging network of peers 



DATA ANALYSIS: Coaches
• 70% believe EVOLVE helped them to communicate more effectively

• 70% believe EVOLVE enabled them to better manage issues and conflicts when they 
arise

• 100% said EVOLVE:
• Allowed them to embed positive coaching practices with their athletes
• Helped them to create a fair, safe, open and inclusive space for athletes

• No coach deemed EVOLVE as not valuable but most ranked it as more valuable to 
their Club and BCAS



DATA ANALYSIS: Club Execs
• Most impactful learnings:

• Conflict Management training
• This Is How We Roll Workbook
• Importance of Communications expectations
• Value of listening & considering other 

perspectives
• Keeping calm
• Negative emotions should not influence actions

Because of EVOLVE, I am now:
• Adding team building activities to pre-season
• Set behaviour expectations
• Applying communications strategies
• Recognizing others’ perspectives
• Striving to instil compassion in their 

interactions



DATA ANALYSIS: Club Execs
• 100% believe EVOLVE helped them to communicate more effectively

• 100% believe EVOLVE enabled them to better manage issues and conflicts when 
they arise

• 100% said EVOLVE:
• Allowed them to embed positive coaching practices with their athletes
• Helped them to create a fair, safe, open and inclusive space for athletes

• ALL Club Execs rated the value of EVOLVE as valuable or very valuable for 
themselves, their club and BCAS



FINDINGS: Unprompted

EVOLVE was a 
great process.

The effort of BCAS to 
create better practices is 
recognized, but as with all 
new project, there is still 
more work to be done.EVOLVE was a step in 

the right direction.

There is an appreciation of 
the new opportunities for 
engagement from BCAS.



KEY FINDINGS & INTERPRETATIONS

Overall Findings:
1. Pre-intervention survey supported belief that members have gaps in knowledge and understanding of policies, 

procedures and practices that contribute to safe sport and positive culture.

NEXT: More work is needed to ensure members have consistent level of understanding of policies, procedures, 
and practices – it will take time!

2. EVOLVE successfully “reset the cultural foundation for artistic swimming in BC.” Patience is needed as “slow 
change is promising.”

NEXT: We need to keep going…RISE UP + deliberate, ongoing activations and engagement of members.



KEY FINDINGS & INTERPRETATIONS
FOUNDATION:

4. EVOLVE “allowed for the facilitation, organization, collaboration, and distribution of informative policies, 
procedures, and practices, all of which, are anchored in creating a culture of respect, safe, and inclusive 
environments for athletes to thrive from the grassroots to high-performance level.” 

NEXT: Create ongoing systems to educate and train members on consistent implementation.

5. A lack of trust and perceived transparency continue to prevent true and measurable culture change. 

NEXT: Continue to prioritize transparency, a realistic understanding of change, and a collaborative vision to 
continue to rebuild trust, enhance buy-in and members feeling included in influencing the culture. 
NEXT: Participate in and encourage members to participate in RISE UP.



KEY FINDINGS & INTERPRETATIONS
FOUNDATION:

6. Club mentorship and guidance in developing policies, procedures and practices is meaningful, fosters buy-in 
and creates goodwill and trust. It allows BCAS to contribute to the growth, development, and sustainability of 
members while recognizing their individual needs. 

NEXT: Continue to invest in members and support compliance with new club operations policy standards. 

7. Differing perspectives and experiences create meaningful and representative decision making while aligning 
with organizational values. 

NEXT: Continue to create conditions for different perspectives and experiences to contribute to decision-
making in a meaningful way.



KEY FINDINGS & INTERPRETATIONS
INTERVENTION:

8. Active listening is a significant contributor to mitigating and resolving conflict. 

NEXT: Continue to create opportunities for members to practice this skill and apply it when managing issues. 
Activate the Provincial Communications Agreement.

9. Ongoing education and training on effective communications and conflict management practices are needed 
to ensure members can manage issues that arise. The pilot served to create ample awareness but additional 
support is needed to put the practices into action at all levels. 

NEXT: Invest in additional club-specific mentoring in these areas.



KEY FINDINGS & INTERPRETATIONS
GROWTH:
10. Some members are still identifying their role in the culture change initiative.   

NEXT: Align with and contribute to RISE UP and encourage members to do the same.

11. Creating space and opportunity for collaborative planning and learning fosters buy-in and optimism among 
participants. 

NEXT: Continue to create conditions for BCAS members to feel heard and contribute to solutions and program 
development. 



KEY FINDINGS & INTERPRETATIONS
GROWTH:
12. Meaningful coach development opportunities covering a broad spectrum of technical, tactical, and practical 

strategies supports coaches and clubs. 

NEXT: Continue to invest in coach education and professional development, and create new and meaningful 
mentorship programs that support the ongoing development of positive coaching strategies.

13. “There’s been more of an effort made to think about building the sport in the province from the bottom up 
really pushing for development first rather than having that high performance drive.” Need and desire to flip 
the inverted LTAD model in BC. 

NEXT: Commit flipping the LTAD model to foster thriving development programs that support the high 
performance pathway. 



KEY FINDINGS & INTERPRETATIONS
GROWTH:
14. EVOLVE “allowed the BCAS community to realign with their goals of creating the best possible environment for 

their athletes.” Athlete-centred is no longer ‘jargon’ rather it has meaning.

NEXT: Help coaches understand the needs, expectations, and limitations of modern athletes will allow coaches 
and BCAS to collectively tailor  programs that are safer and more welcoming ultimately increasing satisfaction 
and retention.



KEY FINDINGS & INTERPRETATIONS
PREVENTION & ENVIRONMENT:
15. Identifying and recognizing historical mistakes and negative experiences helps us to collectively operate within 

the current safe sport principles. 

NEXT: Continue to create space to listen to members and understand the contributing factors to negative 
experiences so they can be reconciled and prevented from repeating themselves. 

16. In creating more understanding of the True Sport Principles and safe sport mechanisms, BCAS is helping its 
members to create model programs that are safe, welcoming, inclusive, and athlete-centred. 

NEXT: Commit to implementing the True Sport Activation Framework.



KEY FINDINGS & INTERPRETATIONS
SHARING:
17. Online formats supported equitable experiences for all members breaking down geographic barriers.

NEXT: Maintain some adapted program delivery strategies to ensure equitable and inclusive participation.

18. Peer-sharing and nurturing collaborative environments and opportunities are ideal for supporting members 
and giving them a voice. Learning from within and working together to resolve issues serves to strengthen the 
artistic swimming community. 

NEXT: We are powerful when we work together, and we will continue to create these conditions and 
opportunities for our members.



Did we solve the problem?
We made progress…

EVOLVE contributed to shifting the culture…

Still much to do…



EXTERNAL RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Listen and understand contributing factors.
2. Be patient! Support early adopters and be patient with resisters.
3. Engage experts.
4. Be open to self-reflection and criticism – personal and professional.
5. Time commitment to (re)build relationships, give voice and to 

develop trust and transparency.
6. Prioritize culture change and embed it into governance.
7. Stronger together – nurture collaboration.



What’s Next?
Build on the EVOLVE foundation:

1. Nurture trust and transparency
2. Implement policies, procedures, practices
3. Educate members on policies
4. Develop governance capacity
5. Engage and collaborate – build relationships
6. Foster Management By Values and True Sport Principles
7. Focus on safe, athlete-centered environments
8. Club mentorship in comms and conflict resolution
9. Lead through the lens of Comms Agreements
10. Engage in RISE UP
11. Coach PD that nurtures positive coaching strategies
12. Nurture understanding of safe sport





I am joining this meeting today from land which has long served as a site of meeting and 
exchange amongst Indigenous peoples, including the Haudenosaunee and Anishinabeg 

nations. I am honoured to live, work, play, on these traditional lands.  



My plan for this evening

• What is Rise Up?
• Review of key moments 2018-2021
• Plans for more meaningful culture change



Rebranding to Canada Artistic Swimming Inspired Change

● Rebrand to Canada Artistic Swimming - Forging Unity Through Diversity
● Policies and alignment led to increased trust (within administration)
● Canada helped to build the principles for a new scoring system
● CAS Safe Sport Manager - Full time staff member focused on safe sport
● Diversity and Inclusion Task Force (Summer 2020)



Challenges Inspired Further Change

● Communication challenges 
○ We needed more intentional and purposeful communication

● Social change 
○ Empowered  Canadians to challenge status quo
○ Empowered our community to speak up

● Safe sport complaint
● Role of CAS in a safe sport complaint:

○ Accessible, confidential,  external, independent mechanism for 
dispute resolution that respects the principles of natural justice and 
procedural fairness for all



Actions Toward More Meaningful Culture Change

● Diversity and Inclusion Task Force → Rise Up!
● Extensive (and ongoing) staff training/education
● Alias “make a report”
● High performance culture project
● Rise Together!
● Balboa Sport for better communication (finally!)
● CAS Technical conference - Rise Up theme
● Education and Training



Rise Up is…
● A call for all of us to place safety and inclusivity at the forefront of our 

decisions and our actions
● A celebration of diversity
● A recognition of the excellence of our people
● A commitment to doing better
● A movement through sharing - strength and leadership around safety 

and inclusivity in sport
● Open channels of communication
● Reaching out, talking to each other, sharing open and honest dialogue

RISE UP | Action plan for a safe & inclusive environment (artisticswimming.ca)

https://artisticswimming.ca/rise-up/


QUESTIONS
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